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NEW ŠKODA FABIANEW ŠKODA FABIA



Model shown is not UK specification.

WELCOME TO THE
NEW ŠKODA FABIA

The ŠKODA Fabia is the third generation of ŠKODA’s most successful city

car. Both lower and broader, the ŠKODA Fabia is the latest model to wear

the new ŠKODA design language. The wide range of exterior Colour

Concept combinations and interiors allows you to express your personality

and steal attention on the road. 

The engines have also advanced with all being EU6 compliant and offer 

CO2 as low as 88g/km without compromising the stunning performance.

Read on to learn how the new Fabia can fit perfectly into your life with the

impressive room for front and rear passengers, as well as a class leading

boot. You can enjoy your journey with the fantastic infortainment system

whilst knowing you have the protection of a 5 star Euro NCAP award. These

are just some of the reasons What Car? Magazine announced Fabia not

only as the winner of the their ‘Best Small Car’ award for 2015, but also as

the overall What Car? ‘Car of the Year’ for 2015.
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EXTERIOR
DESIGN
The new ŠKODA Fabia turns heads wherever it goes,

with its dynamic style and elegant clean lines.

The front of the car embodies the core elements of ŠKODA’s new

design language, including the grille’s clear geometric shape, the

ŠKODA logo on the sloping front end of the bonnet and the crystalline

design of the headlights.

Sharp lines and strong curves define the rear, creating an attractive play of light and shadow.

The new design language is spelt out in the crystal-shaped space for the number plate. The rear

of the car also features the familiar illuminated C-shaped rear lights.

Model shown is not UK specification.
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Model shown is not UK specification.

The Fabia Estate is proof that form and function can live under the same roof. Its

sharp, clean lines cleverly hide the unrivalled space inside. View it from any angle

and its perfectly balanced proportions won’t fail to impress. It’s a great example of

dynamic design working in harmony with practicality.
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The new Fabia is as beautiful as it is dynamic. The dance between light and shadow continues,

with strong distinctive lines running parallel across the body of the Fabia.

The wide, clean-cut headlights boast distinctive contours and sharp edges. For the first time, you can opt for LED daytime running lights

integrated into the headlights (standard on SE L).
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The optional panoramic glass roof stretches across the roof to the spoiler.

The side indicators have now been moved into the door mirrors creating a clean and sharp side profile. The front grille contains 19 vertical slats, with the badge positioned in a prominent position on the bonnet. Daytime running lights with LED are available

(optional on SE, standard on SE L) and front fog lights are also available with a cornering function (front fog lights are standard on SE L, cornering front fog

lights are optional on SE and SE L). 
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You can enjoy the feeling of freedom

and space with the optional

panoramic glass roof.
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INTERIOR
DESIGN
Equally captivating is the car’s interior, with quality materials and precise workmanship wherever you look.

An emphasis on horizontal lines and fine-tuned ergonomics makes the interior of the new Fabia a comfortable,

and surprisingly spacious place to be.

The new Fabia provides

extraordinary space for your

friends or family in the rear seats.

Personalise the interior with Blue upholstery and a white insert for the dashboard (available on SE and SE L).
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INTERIOR STORAGE
Make your life easier by finding the little things that make a big difference. We call this Simply Clever.

Multimedia Holder
You can drive with your smart phone safely stored in the

multimedia holder placed in the dual cup holder on the

central console. Part of the Simply Clever pack.

Pockets
Storage pockets on the insides of the front seat

backrests can carry a map, mobile phone or other

small items. Available on SE and SE L models.

Bottle holders
The storage compartments in both rear doors

can hold a 0.5-litre bottle (pictured), while the

front doors can hold a 1.5-litre bottle.

Waste basket
Put small items of rubbish, like snack wrappers, into

the waste basket, which can be easily removed and

emptied. It can be inserted into the storage

compartment in the front door panelling. Part of the

Simply Clever pack.

Reflective vest compartment
Vests can be located in the storage compartments

in the front door, ensuring they are always within

reach.

Glove compartment
The closed storage compartment in the

dashboard has enough room to fit a 1-litre

bottle inside.
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LUGGAGE
COMPARTMENT

Capacity
The new Fabia’s spacious luggage

compartment runs some impressive

numbers: the hatchback offers 330

litres with the seats up and 1,150 litres

with the rear seats folded, while the

Estate offers 530/1,395 litres.

Net programme
A set of nets in varying sizes will help keep everything in

place in your luggage compartment and will prevent

luggage from sliding around (optional).

Mid-level floor
This special equipment for the Fabia Estate raises

the floor of the boot to be level with the sill,

making it easier to lift bulky items into the boot. 

In addition, it provides a discrete storage place.

Bicycle holder
The optional interior bicycle holder will allow you

to comfortably transport two bicycles inside the

boot (Estate only).

Shelf
The 2-position luggage compartment shelf, when fixed

in the lower position, allows for the transport of fragile

objects.

Folding hooks
Your shopping will be safe from spilling out of

the bags when hung on the hooks.

Flexible storage compartment
This handy accessory can be used to fix smaller 

objects in place.
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INFOTAINMENT
Advanced technology on board turns your car into a smartphone on wheels.

SmartLink
SmartLink delivers an elegant connection between car and smartphone

using MirrorLink™, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto interfaces. Whether

you want to select and listen to music on your smartphone or receive

turn-by-turn directions via a navigation app, all of this is mirrored on the

central display.

Bolero radio
This top-of-the-range infotainment system

for the Fabia offers the advanced ŠKODA

Surround audio system as standard.

When you connect your phone via

Bluetooth®, when it is safe to do so 

you can read, write and send texts

using Bolero’s large 6.5“ colour LCD

touchscreen with a resolution of

800x480 pixels and multitouch

gestures (standard on SE and SE L).

ŠKODA Surround
Enjoy a more intense music experience with the new ŠKODA Surround. This advanced audio

system with digital processor, 6 speakers, 2 virtual speakers and a virtual subwoofer, is tuned

perfectly to the space of the Fabia. It is fitted as standard with the Bolero radio. Works when a

device is paired to the system.

SmartGate
SmartGate SmartGate is a system that uses Wi-Fi connection to send

selected vehicle data to a connected device. Special mobile apps are

available which allow you to analyse driving data and performance to 

find out more about your driving style. Examples of data available include

vehicle speed, engine revs and g-meter. The SmartGate applications are

available free of charge from app stores.

Drive** MFA Pro** MotorSound** G-Meter Performance Service
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COMFORT
Electrically-adjustable and heated
door mirrors
The door mirrors can be quickly adjusted and defrosted 

or defogged from the comfort of your seat without having 

to open the windows.

Rain and Light Assistants
Your drive will be even safer and more pleasant now

that you can leave turning on and off the lights and

wipers to the Rain and Light Assistants (optional).

Multi-function steering wheel
The attractive multi-function leather steering wheel is not only

soft and tactile, but enables you to control the radio, Maxi DOT

and your connected phone (optional on SE, standard on SE L).

KESSY / KESSY GO
The new Fabia can be equipped with KESSY (Keyless Entry,

Start and exit SYstem) or with the simpler version called

KESSY GO. A Start/Stop button for keyless switching on

and off the engine is located on the steering column

(KESSY GO is standard on SE L).

Climatronic air conditioning
The electronic air conditioning isn’t just a hard worker during

the hot summer months. It will also ensure maximum comfort

all year round, and thanks to the humidity sensor, will even deal

with a steamed-up windscreen (optional on SE, standard on SE L).

Height-adjustable front seats
You can easily set the seat according to your height so you feel as comfortable as

at home and have an ideal view from the car (passenger seat standard on SE and

SE L).

Electrically-adjustable windows
The controls for the front windows are conveniently located in 

the door panelling. If you decide on the optional electrically-

adjustable rear windows, you’ll also get the child’s safety lock.



Sunglasses compartment
Your stylish shades deserve a special safe place. The sunglasses compartment

is located above the interior rear-view mirror. Available on SE and SE L models.

Armrest
storage box
The front armrest, which

conceals a storage compartment

for small items, increases the

comfort of both the driver and

front passenger (optional on S 

and SE, standard on SE L).

Ticket holder
When you need to display a parking ticket in a visible place,

the solution is simple. The car is equipped with a parking

ticket holder under the windscreen.

Ice scraper
The green ice scraper, mounted on the

fuel cap, is within reach if you need it

and it’s not a problem to replace it there

when wet.

Parking sensors
Parking the new Fabia is easy with the

assistance of the optional front and rear

parking sensors, which use visual and

audio signals to report the distance

from obstacles. Saving you money by

warning you about those potential

bumps and scrapes.

Sunset Glass
Passengers in the rear seats will enjoy effective protection from direct sunlight and 

a greater sense of privacy provided by Sunset glass, a high-performance tinted glass

(optional on SE and SE L).

Box under front seats
A hinged storage box for various small objects can be found

under both front seats.
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ASSISTANCE
SYSTEMS
Get an extra pair of hands. Let technology help you do what 

you love doing with the range of assistance systems.

SpeedLimiter
The SpeedLimiter won’t let you exceed

speed limits. Only a sharp thrust on the

accelerator pedal to engage full throttle 

will deactivate the speed limiter, for safety

reasons of course (standard from SE).

Driver fatigue sensor
The Driver fatigue sensor evaluates data from 

the power steering sensors to detect any driver

fatigue behaviour. In such cases, the Maxi DOT

display warns the driver to take a break (optional

on SE and SE L).

Front Assist
Using a radar in the front bumper, the Front

Assistant initiates an audio/visual warning, using

Maxi DOT, to warn about an impending collision. 

If the driver fails to respond, the system initiates

braking to minimise any possible impact (standard

on SE and SE L).

ESC
The ESC (Electronic stability control)

is further refined in the new Fabia. XDS+

(electronically controlled differential)

allows you to drive round corners more

safely and dynamically. When some of the

front airbags are activated, a new feature,

the MCB (multi-collision braking system),

will attempt to control out-of-control

skidding (standard on all Fabias).

2524
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SAFETY
The safety of the driver and passengers in the new Fabia is of the utmost importance

which is why the latest safety features are available to keep you as safe as possible.

The most valuable load is often transported in the rear. Those in the back of the car will

appreciate the option of equipping the rear seats with a third headrest designed for the

passenger in the middle seat.

The new Fabia is equipped with six airbags as standard to provide maximum safety to the

driver as well as the passengers. These include front, curtain and side airbags.

27
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The ŠKODA Fabia S

Standard Equipment

EXTERIOR

15" Dentro steel wheels 6J x 15"  

Body coloured door mirrors and 
door handles   

Electrically adjustable and heated
door mirrors   

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE

3 spoke plastic steering wheel

Height adjustable drivers seat  

Storage compartments under 
the front seats  

Luggage hooks in the boot  

Rear courtesy light  

Front reading lights  

Vanity mirrors in sun visors  

Electric front windows  

Steering wheel height and reach
adjustable  

Mechanical controlled heating system  

SAFETY & SECURITY

ESC incl. ABS, MSR, ASR, EDS, HBA  

ISOFIX child seat fittings on outer rear
seats  

Tyre pressure monitoring system  

Driver's and front passenger air bag
with front passenger air bag
deactivation  

Curtain airbags  

Side airbags front  

Front and rear passenger seat - belt
warning light  

Grab handles  

Remote central locking and SAFE
function (preventing unlocking from
inside)  

TECHNOLOGY 

DAB digital radio  

Radio SWING with phone control on
the radio display, USB and SD Card  

Bluetooth®  

Stop/start engine system

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Business user information 
CO2 VED                 Insurance         Recommended                                                                                   Recommended                       BiK                       P11D

Hatchback (g/km) Band*             Group (50)        Basic                               VAT                              RRP                         OTR*                                         2015/16               Value

1.0 MPI 60PS 106 B                      2E                       £8,362.50                       £1,672.50                     £10,035.00             £10,600.00                              16%                      £10,545.00
1.0 MPI 75PS 108 B                      4E                       £9,079.17                        £1,815.83                     £10,895.00             £11,460.00                                16%                      £11,405.00
1.2 TSI 110PS DSG 109 B                      13E                      £10,979.17                       £2,195.83                     £13,175.00               £13,740.00                               16%                      £13,685.00
1.4 TDI 90PS 93 A                      12E                      £11,270.83                       £2,254.17                      £13,525.00              £14,090.00                              16%                      £14,035.00
1.4 TDI 90PS DSG 99 A                      12E                      £12,104.17                        £2,420.83                    £14,525.00             £15,090.00                               17%                      £15,035.00

Estate                                                                 

1.0 MPI 75PS                                                      109 B                      4E                       £9,912.50                        £1,982.50                     £11,895.00              £12,460.00                               16%                      £12,405.00
1.2 TSI 110PS DSG                                              109 B                      13E                      £11,812.50                       £2,362.50                    £14,175.00              £14,740.00                               16%                      £14,685.00
1.4 TDI 90PS                                                      94 A                      10E                     £12,104.17                        £2,420.83                    £14,525.00             £15,090.00                               16%                      £15,035.00
1.4 TDI 90PS DSG                                              99 A                      10E                     £12,937.50                      £2,587.50                    £15,525.00              £16,090.00                              17%                      £16,035.00

Note: temporary spare wheel can be ordered as an option. 

*  Please see page 42 for further details on VED and OTR.

Note: temporary spare wheel can be ordered as an option. 

*  Please see page 42 for further details on VED and OTR.

The ŠKODA Fabia SE

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Business user information 
                                                                            CO2 VED                 Insurance         Recommended                                                                                   Recommended                       BiK                       P11D
Hatchback                                                         (g/km) Band*             Group (50)        Basic                               VAT                              RRP                         OTR*                                         2015/16               Value

1.0 MPI 75PS 108 B                      3E                       £10,212.50                       £2,042.50                    £12,255.00              £12,820.00                               16%                      £12,765.00
1.2 TSI 90PS 107 B                      8E                       £10,737.50                      £2,147.50                     £12,885.00             £13,450.00                               16%                      £13,395.00
1.2 TSI 110PS 110 B                      12E                      £11,279.17                        £2,255.83                    £13,535.00             £14,100.00                                17%                      £14,045.00
1.2 TSI 110PS DSG 109 B                      12E                      £12,112.50                        £2,422.50                    £14,535.00             £15,100.00                                16%                      £15,045.00
1.4 TDI 90PS 93 A                      10E                     £12,404.17                       £2,480.83                    £14,885.00             £15,450.00                               16%                      £15,395.00
1.4 TDI 90PS DSG 99 A                      10E                     £13,237.50                      £2,647.50                    £15,885.00             £16,450.00                               17%                      £16,395.00

Estate                                                                 

1.0 MPI 75PS                                                      109 B                      3E                       £11,166.67                        £2,233.33                     £13,400.00             £13,965.00                               16%                      £13,910.00
1.2 TSI 90PS                                                       107 B                      8E                       £11,691.67                        £2,338.33                    £14,030.00             £14,595.00                               16%                      £14,540.00
1.2 TSI 110PS                                                       110 B                      12E                      £12,233.33                      £2,446.67                    £14,680.00             £15,245.00                               17%                      £15,190.00
1.2 TSI 110PS DSG                                              109 B                      12E                      £13,066.67                      £2,613.33                     £15,680.00             £16,245.00                               16%                      £16,190.00
1.4 TDI 90PS                                                      94 A                      10E                     £13,358.33                      £2,671.67                     £16,030.00             £16,595.00                               16%                      £16,540.00
1.4 TDI 90PS DSG                                              99 A                      10E                     £14,191.67                        £2,838.33                    £17,030.00             £17,595.00                                17%                      £17,540.00

Standard Equipment (over Fabia S)

EXTERIOR  

15" Mato alloys 6J x 15"  
Wheel bolts with anti-theft 
protection (unlockable)  

Black roof rails (Estate only)

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE  

3-spoke multi function leather
steering wheel with radio and
telephone control  

Chrome pack  

Manual air conditioning  

Height adjustable driver and
passenger seat  

Leather hand brake lever handle  

Leather gearshift knob/handle  

SAFETY & SECURITY 

Alarm with interior monitoring and
SAFE function  

TECHNOLOGY

6 loudspeakers  

Acoustic rear parking sensors

Maxi-DOT trip computer  

Radio Bolero - with telephone 
control, SmartLink, USB, SD Card  

Front assist  

Arkamys surround sound package  

Speedlimiter  

15" Dentro steel wheels Storage compartments Body coloured door mirrors 15" Mato alloys Leather gearshift

knob/handle

Radio Bolero - with telephone control, SmartLink, USB, SD Card
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The ŠKODA Fabia SE L

EXTERIOR 

16" Rock alloys 7J x 16"  

Black roof rails (Estate only)

Front fog lights 

LED Daytime running lights  

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE 

Front and rear floor mats  

Front centre armrest  

Climate control air conditioning  

Light assistant (coming home, leaving
home, daytime running lights)  

Automatically dimming 
rear view mirror  

TECHNOLOGY

Cruise control  

KESSY GO - keyless engine start/stop  

Standard Equipment (over SE)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 Business user information 
                                                                            CO2 VED                 Insurance         Recommended                                                                                   Recommended                       BiK                       P11D
Hatchback                                                         (g/km) Band**           Group (50)        Basic                               VAT                              RRP                         OTR*                                         2015/16               Value

1.0 MPI 75PS 108 B                      3E                       £10,870.83                     £2,174.17                       £13,045.00             £13,610.00                                16%                      £13,555.00
1.2 TSI 90PS 107 B                      8E                       £11,395.83                       £2,279.17                      £13,675.00              £14,240.00                               16%                      £14,185.00
1.2 TSI 110PS 110 B                      12E                      £11,937.50                       £2,387.50                    £14,325.00             £14,890.00                               17%                      £14,835.00
1.2 TSI 110PS DSG 109 B                      12E                      £12,770.83                      £2,554.17                      £15,325.00              £15,890.00                               16%                      £15,835.00
1.4 TDI 90PS 93 A                      11E                       £13,062.50                      £2,612.50                     £15,675.00              £16,240.00                               16%                      £16,185.00
1.4 TDI 90PS DSG 99 A                      11E                       £13,895.83                      £2,779.17                      £16,675.00             £17,240.00                                17%                      £17,185.00
1.4 TDI 105PS 95 A                      12E                      £13,562.50                      £2,712.50                     £16,275.00              £16,840.00                               17%                      £16,785.00

Estate                                                                 

1.0 MPI 75PS                                                      109 B                      3E                       £11,825.00                      £2,365.00                    £14,190.00              £14,755.00                                16%                      £14,700.00
1.2 TSI 90PS                                                       107 B                      8E                       £12,350.00                     £2,470.00                    £14,820.00             £15,385.00                               16%                      £15,330.00
1.2 TSI 110PS                                                       110 B                      12E                      £12,891.67                       £2,578.33                     £15,470.00             £16,035.00                               17%                      £15,980.00
1.2 TSI 110PS DSG                                              109 B                      12E                      £13,725.00                      £2,745.00                    £16,470.00             £17,035.00                               16%                      £16,980.00
1.4 TDI 90PS                                                      94 A                      11E                       £14,016.67                       £2,803.33                    £16,820.00             £17,385.00                                16%                      £17,330.00
1.4 TDI 90PS DSG                                              99 A                      10E                     £14,850.00                     £2,970.00                    £17,820.00             £18,385.00                               17%                      £18,330.00
1.4 TDI 105PS                                                     97 A                      12E                      £14,516.67                       £2,903.33                    £17,420.00              £17,985.00                               17%                      £17,930.00

16" Rock alloys 7J x 16"  

Climate control air conditioning Cruise control KESSY Go - keyless engine start/stop

Note: temporary spare wheel can be ordered as an option. 

*  Please see page 42 for further details on VED and OTR.
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Options S SE SE L Basic RRP

Wheels and Towing 

15" Mato alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts 6J x 15" PXJ � � - £395.83 £475.00 

15" Matone  alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts  6Jx15" - 4pcs
PXE � - - £395.83 £475.00

PJE - � - FOC FOC

16" Rock alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts 7Jx16" PJ3 - � � £333.33 £400.00 

17" Prestige alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts 7J x 17" PJ6
- � - £583.33 £700.00 

- - � £291.67 £350.00 

17" Clubber alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts 7J x 17" PJ5 - - � £291.67 £350.00

15" Super optimized rolling resistance tyres HA7 � � � £50.00 £60.00 

Sports suspension PSP - - � £100.00 £120.00 

Temporary space save steel spare wheel* PJA - � � £70.83 £85.00 

Temporary steel spare wheel*� PJB � � - £70.83 £85.00 

Tow bar (removable) 1D2 � � � £341.66 £410.00

Estate only

16" Black Beam alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts 7Jx16" PJM
- � - £333.33 £400.00 

- - � £166.67 £200.00 

16" White Beam alloy wheels with anti-theft wheel bolts 7Jx16" PJN
- � - £333.33 £400.00 

- - � £166.67 £200.00 

Paint

Solid colour Pacific Blue Z5Z5 � � � FOC FOC

Special colour Corrida red/Candy White 8T8T/9P9P � � � £145.83 £175.00

Metallic and pearl effect colours/Sprint yellow - � � � £445.83 £535.00 

Exterior

Front fog lights PW1 � � � £141.66 £170.00 

Colour Concept (Coloured roof, coloured wing mirror housing, 16" Beam alloy wheel with anti-theft wheel bolts PJS/PJW/ - � -   £416.66    £500.00  

7Jx16) available in Black, White or Silver PJ4/PCC - - � £333.33    £400.00 

Cornering front fog lights PW2
- � - £200.00 £240.00 

- - � £108.33 £130.00 

LED daytime running lights PK8 - � � £158.33 £190.00 

Sunset glass from B-pillar back PH2 - � � £150.00 £180.00

Estate only

Black roof rails PG0 � � � £166.67 £200.00 

Silver roof rails PG1 - � � £70.83 £85.00 

-    Not available � Option �   Standard MFSW = Multi function Steering wheel

Factory Fitted Optional Equipment Factory Fitted Optional Equipment (continued)

* Spare wheels are restricted to 50mph     ** Standard on DSG models � Not available in combination with Colour Concept

Options S SE SE L Basic RRP

Interior

3 spoke leather steering wheel PL1 � � - £208.33 £250.00 

3 spoke leather MFSW for radio and telephone and small leather pack (with chrome, Piano White cover) PL6 - � � £20.83 £25.00

3 spoke Supersport MFSW for radio and telephone and small leather pack (chrome, Piano Black cover) PL8 - � � £125.00 £150.00

Rear electric windows PW5 - � � £133.33 £160.00 

Decorative insert - Black for Onyx/Grey interior PI3 - � - £41.66 £50.00 

Decorative insert - Piano black for beige interior 5ML - - � £41.66 £50.00 

Decorative insert - Black for Onyx/Grey interior 5MQ - - � £41.66 £50.00 

Jeans Blue interior - fabric upholstery and piano white decorative insert WI1 - � - £41.66 £50.00 

Jeans Blue interior - fabric upholstery and piano white decorative insert WI2 - - � £41.66 £50.00

Front armrest 6E1 � � � £79.16 £95.00 

Simply clever package - Net program and storage compartment in boot, holder for multimedia devices and waste bin in door panel PSI � � � £54.16 £65.00 

Simply clever package (Smoker's pack) - Net program and storage compartment in boot, cigarette lighter, ashtray, and
waste bin in door panel

PSJ � � � £62.50 £75.00

Sports seats - front only PSS - - � £145.83 £175.00 

Panoramic sunroof (Hatch only) PG5 - � � £500.00 £600.00 

Textile floor mat set 0TD � � � £41.66 £50.00 

Estate only

Panoramic sunroof with black roof rails PG6 - � � £529.17 £635.00  

Panoramic sunroof with silver roof rails PG7 - � � £570.83 £685.00  

Variable boot floor PGN � � � £91.66 £110.00 

Bike carrier NG7 � � � £150.00 £180.00

Entertainment and Communication

SmartGate EI9 - � � £83.33 £100.00 

Maxi DOT trip computer 9S5 � � � £158.33 £190.00 

Amundsen touchscreen navigation system PNA - � � £229.17 £275.00 

Amundsen touchscreen navigation system (for panoramic roof) PNB - � � £229.17 £275.00 

Voice control QH1 - � � £25.00 £30.00

Safety and Security

Front assistant 6K2 � - - £233.33 £280.00

Third rear headrest PKE � � � £41.66 £50.00 

Hill hold control** UG1 � � � £50.00 £60.00 
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Options S SE SE L Basic RRP

Driver Assistance

Driver fatigue sensor EM1 - � � £41.66 £50.00 

Acoustic rear parking sensors 7X1 � � � £241.66 £290.00 

Acoustic front and rear parking sensors 7X2
� - - £375.00 £450.00 

- � � £241.67 £290.00

Cruise control 8T2 � - - £150.00 £180.00 

Cruise control and Speedlimiter 8T6 - � � £150.00 £180.00 

Light Assistant - automatic light switching, coming and leaving home, for daylight PR1 - � � £62.50 £75.00 

Light and rain assistant with auto-dimming rear view mirror and rain sensors (includes coming, leaving home and tunnel light) PR4
- � - £166.66 £200.00 

- - � £104.16 £125.00 

Comfort and Convenience

Manual air conditioning PHE � � - £625.00 £750.00 

Climate control air conditioning PHF - � � £250.00 £300.00 

KESSY GO - Keyless start system Allows the car to be started with a button as long as the sensors detect the key is with the driver PD6 - � � £133.33 £160.00 

KESSY - Keyless entry and start system Allows the car to be locked, unlocked and started with a button as long as the sensors PD9 - � - £266.66 £320.00

detect the key is with the driver - - � £133.33 £160.00

Heated front seats 4A3 � � � £150.00 £180.00 

Height adjustable passenger seat 3L3 � � � £62.50 £75.00 

Telescopic front headlight washers PK5 - � � £91.66 £110.00 

Service and Warranty

Extended warranty (4 years/ 80,000 miles)� EA5 � � � £150.00 £180.00 

Extended warranty (5 years/ 100,000 miles)� EA6 � � � £270.00 £324.00 

Service plan (Total 3 years or 30,000 miles) SP3 � � � £399.17 £479.00

Factory Fitted Optional Equipment

-    Not available � Option �   Standard

� For terms and conditions please see page 51.

The ŠKODA Fabia trims & wheels

S Onyx15" Dentro steel wheels

Fabia S
  Standard

15" Mato alloy wheels

  Option

See page 32 for details

Available on all models

16" Rock alloy wheels15" Mato alloy wheels SE Onyx/Grey with
brushed dashboard
(Black dashboard insert
available as an option)

Fabia SE
Standard

17" Prestige alloy wheels SE Blue with piano
white insert for
dashboard

Temporary steel 
or temporary 
space saver 
spare wheel

Pictures are for illustrative purposes only. Please visit your local retailer for further information.     * Awaiting image of 15” Matone alloy wheels

16" Rock alloy wheels

Fabia SE L
Standard

17" Prestige alloy wheels 17" Clubber alloy wheels SE L Blue with piano
white insert for
dashboard

Option

SE L Onyx/Grey with
brushed dashboard
(Black dashboard insert
available as an option)

SE L Beige with piano
black insert for
dashboard

Front Sport seats

Please note: CO2 emissions can
change if a different size alloy
wheel is ordered. This may also
lead to a change in the VED and
BiK tax amount payable. Please
refer to pages 42 and 43 for more
details.

Option*



Race Blue metallic 8X8X Rallye Green metallic P7P7

Topaz Brown metallic 4L4L Brilliant Silver metallic 8E8E Quartz Grey metallic F6F6 Rio Red metallic 6X6X

Denim Blue metallic G0G0 Moon White metallic 2Y2Y Black Magic pearl effect 1Z1Z Cappuccino Beige metallic 4K4K
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The ŠKODA Fabia colours

Pacific Blue Z5Z5 Candy White 9P9P Corrida Red 8T8T

     Because of errors which may occur in the print, the colours illustrated here may differ from

the actual finishes themselves. Your ŠKODA retailer will be pleased to advise you. 

Metallic and pearl effect colours

Solid colour Special colours

The ŠKODA Fabia
Colour Concept

Colour Concept, exclusively for the
new Fabia Hatch, allows you to
become the designer. Choose your
roof including A pillar, side mirrors and
16" Beam alloy wheels in either white,
silver or black and match them with a
selection of exterior body colours.

37

Please discuss possible colour combinations with you local retailer
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ACCESSORIES
Make life a work-in-progress. Keep building and keep

tweaking until it’s exactly what you want. Don’t settle

for mere extras. Let the add-ons add to who you are.

USB connecting cable - Mini / Micro / Apple

- The USB cable allows you to connect your

mobile phone to the car for a range of

functionalities. £23 / £30 (Apple)

Rubber boot mat - This rubber boot mat will

help protect the inside of the boot from

getting dirty. £40

Rubber floor mats - Easy-to-clean rubber

foot mats protect the interior during wet

weather. £39

Basic roof rack - You can securely attach racks and holders onto

the basic roof rack. £175

Decorative door sill covers - with aluminum inserts

underline the car’s unique design, whilst protecting

the door sills against damage. £75

Front and rear mud flaps - protect

the vehicle body from mud and

flying stones. £48 per set

17" Savio metallic black Alloy

wheel - The Fabia's distinct style

can be further enhanced with

the 17" Savio alloy wheels in

metallic black. £200 each

Price includes fitting.
These products are ŠKODA Genuine Accessories. You can also find information on the

complete assortment of accessories at your authorised ŠKODA retailer. Prices include VAT.
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Power transmission

Clutch Hydraulic single dry clutch disc with

membrane spring, asbestos free. 

DSG Clutch Two coaxial dry multiple-disc

clutch, electrohydraulically operated. 

Manual transmission Fully synchronised

five or six speed manual transmission.

Automatic transmission Automatic 

7-speed, DSG, with Tiptronic manual 

gear changing.

Chassis

Front axle/rear axle MacPherson

suspension with lower triangular links and

torsion stabiliser.

Suspension Coil springs, telescopic shock

absorbers, rear springs located outside the

shock absorber.

Braking system Hydraulic dual-diagonal

circuit braking system vacuum assisted.

Front brakes Disc brakes with inner

cooling, with single/piston floating

caliper.

Rear brakes Disc brakes or drum brakes

with two self-adjusting brake shoes.

Handbrake Mechanical handbrake operating

on rear wheels.

Steering Direct rack and pinion steering

with electro hydraulic power.

Turning circle (m) 9.8

Tank

Fuel tank content 45 litres

Fuel Lead-free petrol with RON 95 or Lead-

free petrol with RON 91†. 

Diesel CZ 49. No biodiesel. 

Body type Five-door, two compartment,

five-seat, double-space steel bodywork,

fully zinc-coated.

Drag coefficient Hatch Estate

1.0 MPI 60PS 0.32 N/A

1.0 MPI 75PS 0.32 0.304

1.2 TSI 90PS 0.316 0.307

1.2 TSI 110PS 0.325 0.309

1.2 TSI 110PS DSG 0.325 0.309

1.4 TDI 90PS 0.316 0.302

1.4 TDI 90PS DSG 0.316 0.302

1.4 TDI 105PS 0.321 0.3066

We measure the maximum power output

figures of our engines in PS or Pferdestärke

(horse strength in German), which is the

metric equivalent of bhp. To convert from

metric to imperial horsepower, divide the PS

figure by 1.0139. 

The ŠKODA Fabia Engine Specifications

Petrol Engines                                                                1.0 MPI 60PS                                               1.0 MPI 75PS                                                1.2 TSI 90PS 1.2 TSI 110PS                                          1.2 TSI 110PS DSG

Trim level                                                                                       S                                                             S, SE, SE L                                                       SE, SE L SE, SE L                                                       S, SE, SE L

Engine type                                                                       3 cylinder                                                      3 cylinder                                                      4 cylinder 4 cylinder                                                      4 cylinder                            
                                                                                             In-line                                                            In-line                                                            In-line In-line                                                            In-line

Gearbox type                                                              5 speed manual                                            5 speed manual                                           5 speed manual 6 speed manual                                              7 speed DSG

Fuel injection system                                            Electronic multipoint                                  Electronic multipoint                                Electronically controlled Electronically controlled                             Electronically controlled
                                                                                       injection MPI                                                 injection MPI                                               direct injection direct injection                                             direct injection

Cubic capacity cc                                                                  999                                                                999                                                                1,197 1,197                                                               1,197

Bore x stroke mm                                                          74.5 x 76.4                                                     74.5 x 76.4                                                     71.0 x 75.6 71.0 x 75.6                                                     71.0 x 75.6                           

Air pollution regulation                                                      EU 6                                                               EU 6                                                               EU 6 EU 6                                                              EU 6

Compression ratio                                                             10.5 : 1                                                            10.5 : 1                                                            10.5 : 1 10.5 : 1                                                            10.5 : 1

Performance Hatchback

Max speed mph (km/h)                                                   99 (160)�                                                       107 (172)�                                                       113 (182)� 122 (196)�                                                      122 (196)�

Acceleration 0–62mph                                                        15.7                                                                 14.7                                                                10.9 9.4                                                                 9.4

Max. performance (PS/rpm)                                    60 / 5,000-6,000                                               75 / 6,200                                               90 / 4,400-5,400 110 / 4,600-5,600                                        110 / 4,600-5,600

Max. torque (Nm/rpm)                                              95 / 3,000-4,300                                         95 / 3,000-4,300                                         160 / 1,400-3,500 175 / 1,400-4,000                                        175 / 1,400-4,000

Performance Estate

Max speed mph (km/h)                                                           -                                                              109 (175)�                                                      115 (185)� 124 (199)�                                                      124 (199)�

Acceleration 0–62mph                                                           -                                                                   14.9                                                                 11.0 9.6                                                                 9.6

Max. performance (PS/rpm)                                                   -                                                              75 / 6,200                                              90 / 4,400 - 5,400 110 / 4,600-5,600                                       110 / 4,600 - 5,600

Max. torque (Nm/rpm)                                                            -                                                       95 / 3,000-4,300                                         160 / 1,400-3,500 175 / 1,400-4,000                                        175 / 1,400-4,000

� Where law permits.

The ŠKODA Fabia Engine Specifications

Diesel Engines 1.4 TDI 90PS                                                                                           1.4 TDI 90PS DSG                                                                                           1.4 TDI 105PS

Trim level S, SE, SE L                                                                                                            S, SE, SE L                                                                                                                  SE L

Engine type 3 cylinder                                                                                                       3 cylinder                                                                                                       3 cylinder                                                   
              In-line                                                                                                            In-line                                                                                                             In-line

Gearbox type 5 speed manual                                                                                               7 speed DSG                                                                                               5 speed manual                                              

Fuel injection system Electronically controlled high-pressure                                                    Electronically controlled high-pressure                                                    Electronically controlled high-pressure                    
              direct injection                                                                                              direct injection                                                                                              direct injection                                               

Cubic capacity cc 1,422                                                                                                                      1,422                                                                                                                      1,422                                                          

Bore x stroke mm 79.5 x 95.5                                                                                                            79.5 x 95.5                                                                                                            79.5 x 95.5                                                      

Air pollution regulation EU 6                                                                                                                      EU 6                                                                                                                      EU 6                                                        

Compression ratio 16.2 : 1                                                                                                                    16.2 : 1                                                                                                                    16.2 : 1                                                         

Performance Hatchback

Max speed mph (km/h) 113 (182)�                                                                                                              113 (182)�                                                                                                              120 (193)�                                                      

Acceleration 0–62mph 11.1                                                                                                                          11.1                                                                                                                         10.1                                                          

Max. performance (PS/rpm) 90 / 3,000-3,250                                                                                                90 / 3,000-3,250                                                                                                105 / 3,500-3,750                                               

Max. torque (Nm/rpm) 230 / 1,750-2,500                                                                                               230 / 1,750-2,500                                                                                               250 / 1,750-2,500                                               

Performance Estate

Max speed mph (km/h) 114 (184)�                                                                                                              114 (184)�                                                                                                              122 (196)�                                                      

Acceleration 0–62mph 11.3                                                                                                                         11.3                                                                                                                        10.2                                                         

Max. performance (PS/rpm) 90 / 3,000-3,250                                                                                                90 / 3,000-3,250                                                                                                105 / 3,500-3,750                                               

Max. torque (Nm/rpm) 230 / 1,750-2,500                                                                                               230 / 1,750-2,500                                                                                               250 / 1,750-2,500                                               

� Where law permits.
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The ŠKODA Fabia Engine Specifications - CO2 and fuel consumption The ŠKODA Fabia Engine Specifications - CO2 and fuel consumption

Performance Hatchback - Petrol Engines Wheels and Tyres 1.0 MPI 60PS 1.0 MPI 75PS 1.2 TSI 90PS 1.2 TSI 110PS 1.2 TSI 110PS DSG

CO2 emissions (g/km)* 15", 16", 17" wheels 106 108 107 110 109
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 104 106 105 108 107

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 49.6 (5.7) 48.7 (5.8) 47.1 (6.0) 46.3 (6.1) 48.7 (5.8)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 50.4 (5.6) 49.6 (5.7) 47.9 (5.9) 47.1 (6.0) 49.6 (5.7)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Extra Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 68.9 (4.1) 67.3 (4.2) 70.6 (4.0) 68.9 (4.1) 68.9 (4.1)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 70.6 (4.0) 68.9 (4.1) 72.4 (3.9) 70.6 (4.0) 70.6 (4.0)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Combined* 15", 16", 17" wheels 60.1 (4.7) 58.9 (4.8) 60.1 (4.7) 58.9 (4.8) 60.1 (4.7)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 61.4 (4.6) 60.1 (4.7) 61.4 (4.6) 60.1 (4.7) 61.4 (4.6)

BiK % 15", 16", 17" wheels 16% 16% 16% 17% 16%
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 15% 16% 16% 16% 16%

Performance Estate - Petrol Engines Wheels and Tyres 1.0 MPI 75PS 1.2 TSI 90PS 1.2 TSI 110PS 1.2 TSI 110PS DSG

CO2 emissions (g/km)* 15", 16", 17" wheels 109 107 110 109
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 107 105 108 107

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 48.7 (5.8) 47.1 (6.0) 46.3 (6.1) 48.7 (5.8)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 49.6 (5.7) 47.9 (5.9) 47.1 (6.0) 49.6 (5.7)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Extra Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 67.3 (4.2) 70.6 (4.0) 68.9 (4.1) 68.9 (4.1)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 68.9 (4.1) 72.4 (3.9) 70.6 (4.0) 70.6 (4.0)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Combined* 15", 16", 17" wheels 58.9 (4.8) 60.1 (4.7) 58.9 (4.8) 60.1 (4.7)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 60.1 (4.7) 61.4 (4.6) 60.1 (4.7) 61.4 (4.6)

BiK % 15", 16", 17" wheels 16% 16% 17% 16%
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 16% 16% 16% 16%

Performance Hatchback - Diesel Engines Wheels and Tyres 1.4 TDI 90PS 1.4 TDI 90PS DSG 1.4 TDI 105PS

CO2 emissions (g/km)* 15", 16", 17" wheels 93 99 95
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 88 94 90

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 67.3 (4.2) 67.3 (4.2) 68.9 (4.1)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 70.6 (4.0) 70.6 (4.0) 72.4 (3.9)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Extra Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 83.1 (3.4) 78.5 (3.6) 83.1 (3.4)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 91.1 (3.1) 83.1 (3.4) 88.3 (3.2)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Combined* 15", 16", 17" wheels 78.6 (3.6) 74.3 (3.8) 78.6 (3.6)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 83.1 (3.4) 78.6 (3.6) 83.1 (3.4)

BiK % 15", 16", 17" wheels 16% 17% 17%
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 16% 16% 16%

Performance Estate  - Diesel Engines Wheels and Tyres 1.4 TDI 90PS 1.4 TDI 90PS DSG 1.4 TDI 105PS

CO2 emissions (g/km)* 15", 16", 17" wheels 94 99 97
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 89 94 92

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 67.3 (4.2) 67.3 (4.2) 67.3 (4.2)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 70.6 (4.0) 70.6 (4.0) 70.6 (4.0)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Extra Urban* 15", 16", 17" wheels 83.1 (3.4) 78.5 (3.6) 80.7 (3.5)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 91.1 (3.1) 83.1 (3.4) 85.6 (3.3)

Fuel consumption mpg (l/km) Combined* 15", 16", 17" wheels 78.5 (3.6) 74.3 (3.8) 76.4 (3.7)
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 83.1 (3.4) 78.5 (3.6) 80.7 (3.5)

BiK % 15", 16", 17" wheels 16% 17% 17%
15" Low rolling resistance tyre (Option) 16% 16% 16%

OTR (Recommended On The Road)
Recommended ‘On the Road’ prices include
delivery, 12 months Road Fund Licence, DVLA
First registration Fee (at £55), and apply to
the United Kingdom only.

VED (Vehicle Excise Duty)
All vehicles will be subject to Vehicle Excise
Duty based on the fuel type of the vehicle
and its carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions level,
measured in grams per kilometre (g/km). Due
to changes in vehicle emissions data, CO2

figures may differ on these vehicles if taken
from current ŠKODA UK stock. The VED
bands are shown in the table opposite.

1   First year vehicle licence rates for petrol and
diesel cars purchased on or after 1st April
2015. First year rate or ‘showroom tax’
applies to new car purchases only.

2  Rate reverts to the Government’s
applicable Standard VED rate in
subsequent years.

Edition:UK 1st April 2015. VAT is calculated 
at 20%. Please confirm figures with your
ŠKODA Retailer.

Company car tax is based on your cars carbon
dioxide emissions. The higher the car’s
emissions, the higher its tax liability. When a
company car is made available for private use
a ‘Benefit in Kind’ value is calculated for tax
purposes.

To help you work out your tax liability please
refer to page 50.

P11D (Expenses and Benefits)

The P11D value is calculated by taking the On
The Road (OTR) price for the vehicle, less the
Road Fund Licence (RFL) and First
Registration Fee (FRF).

BiK (Benefit in Kind)
The BiK percentage value is based on the
CO2 emissions of the vehicle for the current
tax year 2015/2016.

Band      CO2                 First                Standard
               (g/km)           12 Months1     VED2

A             Up to 100      £0                    £0  
B             101 – 110        £0                    £20 
C             111 – 120         £0                    £30  
D             121 – 130        £0                    £110  
E             131 –140         £130                £130 
F             141 – 150        £145                £145  
G             151 – 165        £180               £180
H            166 – 175       £295               £205 
I              176 – 185       £350               £225  
J              186 – 200      £490               £265
K             201 – 225       £640               £290  
L             226 – 255      £870               £490 
M            Over 255       £1,100             £505 

Hatch

urban             46.3 (6.1)      -   72.4 (3.9);

extra urban  67.3 (4.2)     -   91.1 (3.1);

combined      58.9 (4.8)    -   83.1 (3.4).

CO2 Range     110 - 88 g/km

Estate

urban             46.3 (6.1)     -   70.6 (4.0);

extra urban  67.3 (4.2)     -   91.1 (3.1);

combined      58.9 (4.8)    -   83.1 (3.4).

CO2 Range     110 - 89g/km

†Using low-octane fuel may affect engine

performance.

Official fuel consumption for the Fabia range in mpg (litres/100km): 

* Standard EU Test figures are for comparative purposes and may

not reflect real driving results. Fuel consumption and CO2 figures

are obtained under standardised EU test conditions (Directive

93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between different

manufacturer models but may not represent the actual fuel

consumption achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. More

information is available on the ŠKODA website at skoda.co.uk

and at vca.gov.org

Depending on your chosen wheel size, different efficiency figures for CO2 emissions and

fuel consumption will apply (based on EU directive no. 715/2007 effective from 01/09/14). 

CO2 values for standard alloy wheels are listed above and can also be found from page 28

onwards, listed with the pricing. 

Please note that any change to alloy wheels could result in different efficiency 

figures, and as a result, the VED band that your Fabia falls into may increase, 

along with BiK tax. These tables are reference guides to assist you in finding the 

correct CO2, fuel consumption, BiK and VED values based on wheel sizes and chosen 

engine. Please see page 50 for further details on VED and OTR.
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Fabia Hatchatchabia HF

1,958

Fabia Hatchatchabia HF

The ŠKODA Fabia Hatchback
Exterior dimensions (mm)                              Standard

Length (mm)                                                           3,992                     

Width (mm)                                                             1,732                     

Height (mm)                                                            1,467

Wheelbase (mm)                                                   2,470                     

Track front (mm)                                                     1,463

Track rear (mm)                                                      1,457

Clearance (mm)                                                        133

Interior dimensions (mm)         

Headroom front/rear (mm)                               1,021/963  

Width of front/rear seats (mm)                      1,401/1,386  

Boot capacity without spare wheel (litres)        330

Boot capacity (litres)                                              305    

Boot capacity with rear seats folded 
and no spare wheel (litres)                                   1,150

Boot capacity with rear seats folded (litres)     1,125   
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Measurements and Weights
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Fabia Estate

1,732

1,457

Fabia Estate

Petrol                                                                                      1.0 MPI 75PS                                                                        1.2 TSI 90PS                                                                        1.2 TSI 110PS                                                                   1.2 TSI 110PS DSG

Weight                                                                                                

Kerb weight* kg                                                                           1,004                                                                                     1,058                                                                                      1,078                                                                                       1,103

Total weight kg                                                                            1,534                                                                                     1,588                                                                                      1,608                                                                                      1,633

Payload** kg                                                                                  530                                                                                        530                                                                                        530                                                                                        530                          

Max roof load kg                                                                             75                                                                                           75                                                                                           75                                                                                           75

Towing unbraked max kg                                                            530                                                                                        560                                                                                        570                                                                                        580

Towing braked max kg                                                                 800                                                                                      1,000                                                                                      1,100                                                                                       1,100                         

Nose weight max kg                                                                      50                                                                                          50                                                                                           50                                                                                           50

Diesel                                                                                      1.4 TDI 90PS                                                                   1.4 TDI 90PS DSG                                                                  1.4 TDI 105PS

Weight                                                                                                

Kerb weight* kg                                                                            1,105                                                                                       1,135                                                                                        1,114

Total weight kg                                                                             1,635                                                                                      1,665                                                                                      1,644

Payload** kg                                                                                  530                                                                                        530                                                                                        530

Max roof load kg                                                                             75                                                                                           75                                                                                           75

Towing unbraked max kg                                                             590                                                                                        600                                                                                        590

Towing braked max kg                                                                 1,100                                                                                       1,100                                                                                       1,100

Nose weight max kg                                                                      50                                                                                           50                                                                                           50

All measurements and weights are correct at time of going to print but may be subject to change and may vary according to passengers and load in vehicle.

* Kerb weight is the mass of the vehicle with the body in running order   ** Payload includes driver (at 75kg) & equipment                                                                          

The ŠKODA Fabia Estate
Exterior dimensions (mm)                              Standard

Length (mm)                                                           4,257                     

Width (mm)                                                             1,958                     

Height without roof rails (mm)                            1,467

Wheelbase (mm)                                                   2,470                     

Track front (mm)                                                     1,463

Track rear (mm)                                                      1,457

Clearance (mm)                                                        135

Interior dimensions (mm)         

Headroom front/rear (mm)                               1,021/967

Width of front/rear seats (mm)                      1,386/1,385

Boot capacity without spare wheel (litres)        530

Boot capacity (litres)                                              505   

Boot capacity with rear seats folded 
and no spare wheel (litres)                                  1,395

Boot capacity with rear seats folded (litres)     1,370

Petrol                                                                           1.0 MPI 60PS                                                    1.0 MPI 75PS                                                     1.2 TSI 90PS                                                     1.2 TSI 110PS                                                 1.2 TSI 110PS DSG

Weight                                                                                     

Kerb weight* kg                                                                  980                                                                     980                                                                    1,034                                                                   1,054                                                                    1,079

Total weight kg                                                                  1,510                                                                    1,510                                                                    1,564                                                                    1,584                                                                   1,609

Payload** kg                                                                       530                                                                      530                                                                      530                                                                      530                                                                      530

Max roof load kg                                                                  75                                                                         75                                                                        75                                                                         75                                                                         75

Towing unbraked max kg                                                  520                                                                      520                                                                      550                                                                      560                                                                      570

Towing braked max kg                                                      800                                                                     800                                                                    1,000                                                                    1,100                                                                    1,100

Nose weight max kg                                                           50                                                                        50                                                                        50                                                                        50                                                                        50

Diesel                                                                           1.4 TDI 90PS                                                 1.4 TDI 90PS DSG                                               1.4 TDI 105PS

Weight                                                                                     

Kerb weight* kg                                                                 1,081                                                                     1,111                                                                    1,090

Total weight kg                                                                   1,611                                                                     1,641                                                                    1,620

Payload** kg                                                                       530                                                                      530                                                                      530

Max roof load kg                                                                  75                                                                         75                                                                        75 

Towing unbraked max kg                                                  570                                                                      590                                                                     580

Towing braked max kg                                                      1,100                                                                    1,100                                                                    1,100

Nose weight max kg                                                           50                                                                        50                                                                        50

All measurements and weights are correct at time of going to print but may be subject to change and may vary according to passengers and load in vehicle.

* Kerb weight is the mass of the vehicle with the body in running order   ** Payload includes driver (at 75kg) & equipment                             
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ŠKODA Finance also offers hire purchase, contract hire and service and maintenance plans.

Part-exchange the car for
a new ŠKODA on a new
Solutions contract.

As little as one repayment

Speak to your ŠKODA retailer for your personalised quotation today For more information and to take out cover today visit skoda-ensurance.co.uk
*Subject to payment of the option to purchase fee. An offer of finance depends on certain conditions. Finance subject to status. Available to 18's and over in the UK only. ŠKODA Finance.

ŠKODA Finance is a trading name of Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Limited, Brunswick Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5LR. Registered in England number 2835230.

ŠKODA Insurance motor insurance is sold, underwritten and administered by Allianz Insurance plc.

1
Pay the optional final
payment so that you own
the car.*

Circumstances changed?
Return the car to us (subject
to terms and conditions).

DEPOSIT

A flexible repayment period 
(18-42 months)

BALANCE

3 choices at the end of the agreement

OPTIONAL FINAL PAYMENT

ŠKODA Solutions. Your journey, your choice.

Remember to call us first,
Ensurance will help deal
with the rest... 

Remember
to call us
first.

ŠKODA
ENSURANCE
Does the rest
for you.

Your car is guaranteed to be repaired by a ŠKODA Insurance approved repairer. Only genuine ŠKODA parts will be used.

Accident claims company

Insurance broker

Underwriter

Hire car company

ŠKODA approved repairer

Free Ensurance for 3 years. ŠKODA Insurance. Have a safe trip.

So that you can drive your new ŠKODA straight home, we offer
seven day complimentary insurance with every new car.

It has all the features of our standard insurance, including the
peace of mind that comes from insuring with the people who know
your car best.

Call us free on 0800 316 7895, provide us with a few details, and
we'll send a cover note to your retailer. They will then tax your car
and you can drive it away. Telephone lines are open Monday to
Friday 8am - 9pm and Saturday 9am - 5pm.

But remember, our annual cover could make that peace of mind
last the whole year. For details of our full range of insurance
products please visit insurewithskoda.co.uk or for a quote call us
free on 0800 316 7895.

No-one likes to think about their ŠKODA being damaged in an accident. But if it was you'd no doubt
want it repaired to ŠKODA standards, by a ŠKODA trained technician using only ŠKODA genuine parts.
Would your motor insurance provider guarantee to do that? We didn't think so... 

Thats why we came up with Ensurance - ŠKODA’s free accident and repair cover. 

Ensurance works alongside your existing comprehensive motor insurance policy, no matter who you are
insured with, to help get you back on the road as smoothly as possible. Better still, its free for three
years and is available on both new and older models. 

Your free Ensurance cover includes: 
> Guaranteed use of a ŠKODA approved repairer, ŠKODA trained technicians and the use of genuine

ŠKODA parts and paints

> A dedicated Claims Manager who will help look after your claim from start to finish

> Help to recover any uninsured losses with our Legal Expenses Cover

> An Online claims tracker so you can keep up to date with the status of any claim

To benefit from Ensurance you'll need to activate your free cover which takes less than a minute.

We hope you don’t ever have to use your policy but it’s nice to know it’s there – just in case.

ŠKODA Finance like to do things a little differently, that’s why for many years we’ve specialised
in providing simple and convenient funding options for ŠKODA drivers. It’s what we know.

ŠKODA Solutions, the personal contract plan, is all about you; a flexible, competitive fixed-rate
plan designed around you and your budget, putting you firmly in the Fabia driving seat.

Solutions is different because you defer a proportion of the car’s value until the end of the
agreement, giving you significantly lower monthly repayments than if you’d taken
out a loan....ever heard of a bank being so imaginative?

Solutions is totally flexible. You get to choose the size of your
deposit (from as little as one monthly payment), and a
repayment period which suits you and at the end of
the term you have 3 options to choose from.

2
3



Owning a ŠKODA 
We make sure it’s easy, fun, and stress-free.

Warranty cover from new

First 2 years

Unlimited 
mileage

First 3 years

3 years or 60,000
miles, whichever 

is sooner

4-5 years

Optional Extended
Warranty

Up to 12 years

Body Protection
Warranty

ŠKODA customer service is officially award-winning. We have
been voted Number 1 in four of the last five Auto Express Driver
Power Surveys.

Network capability

You can enjoy our award-winning customer service through our network 
of around 165 Authorised Repairers. 

As a ŠKODA customer, you will be looked after by your retailer from the moment
you walk through the door and throughout the life of your ŠKODA. Your new
Fabia will be serviced and maintained to the highest standards by specially
trained ŠKODA technicians. And when you need a spare part, you’ll be happy 
to know that most are held in stock, or can be ordered within 24 hours. 

The ŠKODA Customer Promise is a commitment from our retailers to offer:

> Care and consideration for you and your car 
> A flexible and convenient service 
> Expertise and attention to detail 
> A clear explanation of our work

Roadside Assistance

A three year, European-wide, unlimited mileage ŠKODA Assistance policy 
comes free of charge with every new ŠKODA.

There’s a team of specially trained Technicians who carry the right diagnostic
equipment and parts to get you back on the road as quickly as possible in the
unfortunate event of a breakdown. They’ll even help you if you fill up with the
wrong fuel, lose your car keys, or get a puncture.

Warranty

When you buy your new ŠKODA through our authorised retailer network, it is
automatically covered by a three year, 60,000 mile manufacturer's warranty.

There's no mileage limit on the warranty in the first two years and for 
additional peace of mind there's a 12 year body protection warranty.

You can even extend your warranty to four or five years, see the option page 
for prices and page 51 for further details.

Further information

You can find lots of additional information about owning a ŠKODA on our
website at skoda.co.uk. Our retailers are always happy to help with any
questions, backed up our dedicated Customer Service Centre. We look forward
to hearing from you soon. 

Call: 03330 037 504 
Email: customerservices@skoda.co.uk
Open 8.30am - 5.30pm 
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50 51

CAN Bus: the CAN Bus is an
electronic data bus which links the
various different electronic control
systems in the car. It ensures ideal 
co-ordination between systems and
reduces the amount of wiring needed
in the car.

Fuel cut-out: should one or more of
the airbags inflate after an accident,
this system automatically cuts out
the fuel supply, thus preventing
subsequent leakage of the diesel 
or petrol.

Trip Computer: the trip computer not
only features an impressive range of
data displays, operating it is simplicity
itself. A multifunction touch key
enables you to call up all relevant data
on the easy-to-read display. Features
include external temperature, time,
current fuel consumption, average
fuel consumption, miles driven and
average speed.

HHC: Hill hold control allows for 
a safe hill start by holding the 
brake for a small amount of time, 
reducing the risk of unintentional
reversing or roll back.

TPM: Draws the drivers attention to
any pressure loss in any of the tyres.
Early warning can prevent damage
from occurring as a result of an under
inflated tyre or a defect that radically
changes the cars behaviour and
driveability.

DPF: diesel particulate filter is part of
the exhaust system responsible for
cleaning the engine exhaust gases
before they enter the atmosphere.
The DPF catches soot particles
emitted in the exhaust gas and 
it works in conjunction with the
catalytic converter, which reduces 
the amount of harmful gases entering
the atmosphere. The DPF must
periodically be emptied of the 
soot particles, a process known as
regeneration. This involves elevated
exhaust system temperatures. A driving
style is required during regeneration,
where a constant vehicle speed above
37 mph must be maintained. This does
not always suit customers who make
frequent short journeys or experience
stop/start driving or drive within inner-
city or urban areas.

CR: the completely new range of
diesel engines are built on a system
of Common-Rail fuel injection. The
diesel engines have a high-pressure
common rail direct injection fuel
system and four-valve technology. 
As a result, the new engines are
much quieter, more refined in their
operation and consume less fuel,
compared to the Pump Duse engines
and significantly reduce emissions.

ESC: electronic stability control is
designed to stabilise the dynamic
handling response of the vehicle by
counteracting any tendency towards
oversteer or understeer. The ESC
constantly compares the actual
movement of the vehicle with
predetermined values and according
to the situation ESC reacts by braking
each wheel individually (according to
direction of slip) and automatically
adjusting the engine’s output.

Elements of ESC system:-

ABS: the anti-lock braking system
prevents the wheels from locking
during heavy or emergency braking,
enabling the vehicle to remain
steerable. When braking, wheel speed
sensors measure the road wheel speed
and should one or more wheels start to
lock the system reduces brake pressure
to that wheel.

Elements of the ABS System :-

• EBC: Electronic brake control. 
The engine brake torque control
regulates the power supply by
intervening with the engine
management system.

Elements of ESC system
(Continued:-

• ASR: anti-slip regulation traction
control ensures the Fabia’s stability
when pulling away or accelerating. 
If the engine power or torque being
transmitted to the drive wheels is
too great, for example on a slippery
road surface, engine torque is
automatically reduced until optimum
road holding returns, thus preventing
wheelspin. A light indicates whether
the ASR system is on. It can be
manually switched off.

• EDS: the electronic differential lock
system continually compares the
rpm of the drive wheels, and if it
identifies a difference between
them which could lead to an
individual wheel spinning, for
example if the two wheels are on
different types of surface or
accelerating on wet leaves, the
system brakes the wheel affected
until uniform rpm of all drive wheels
is restored.

• HBA: Hydraulic brake assistant
increases the optimal build-up of
brake power. It ensures complete
use of the brake system potential,
thus shortening the braking distance.

• MCB: Multi-collision braking system
helps to decrease speed after a
collision through automatic braking
interventions and to stabilize the
vehicle. This reduce the risk of a
subsequent crash due to
uncontrolled vehicle movement.

• XDS+: The XDS+ is an extension to
the electronic differential lock. XDL+
does not respond to traction, but 
to the load relief of the inner front
wheel of the driving axle during fast
cornering. The automatic brake
intervention on the brake of the
wheel with reduced load prevents
the wheel from spinning. Thus, the
traction is improved and the vehicle
can continue to follow the desired
track.

• MSR: Engine drag torque control

Technical glossary Customer services

To find out how much tax you will pay,
simply take the P11D value, then multiply
this figure by the BiK percentage. Then
simply multiply this figure by 20% or 40%
depending on the level of income tax that
you pay.

Please note if your employer provides you
with free fuel, this is treated as an
additional taxable benefit.

For more information on company car
taxation please visit the HM revenue and
customs website hmrc.gov.uk

BiK calculation example - Fabia S Hatch 1.0 MPI 60PS

P11D value                                                                         £10,545.00
Company Car BiK tax based on CO2 emission level                   16%
Taxable BiK (for 2015/2016 tax year): 14% of £10,545.00              £1,687.20

Annual company car tax (2015/16)

20% Income Tax: 20% of £1,687.20 £337.44
40% income Tax: 40% of £1,687.20 £674.88

Monthly company car tax (2015/16)

20% Income Tax: £337.44 divide by 12 months £28.12
40% income Tax: £674.88 divide by 12 months £56.24

Calculating your tax liability

Talk to us on 03330 037 504
No matter what the query, our
dedicated call centre is always ready
to listen. No matter how big or small
the request, speak to one of our
customer care advisors to see if they
can help. The call centre is open from
8.30am-5.30pm. If you’re calling out
of hours, then a message can be left
and you’ll be contacted back.

Peace of mind with a ŠKODA
warranty
In the first two years of owning your
car, you’ll get the peace of mind of a
two year unlimited mileage warranty.
In addition, you’ll also get a further
warranty on new vehicles supplied
through the appointed dealer network
until the vehicle has completed 60,000
miles or the end of the third year,
whichever is sooner. 

Your Fabia also benefits from a 3 year
paint warranty and 12 year body
protection warranty.

A network that’s here to help
With 17 years in the top 10 of JD
Power’s customer satisfaction survey,
our network of approximately 
160 authorised repairers know how to
treat a customer. You can be sure that
as a ŠKODA customer, your retailer
will look after you from the moment
you walk through the door,
throughout the life of your ŠKODA.
Your Fabia will be serviced and
maintained to the highest standards
by specially trained ŠKODA
technicians. And when you need a
spare part you’ll be happy to know
that most are held in stock, or can be
ordered within 24 hours. So if top
class customer satisfaction is what
you’re after, the ŠKODA network will
be there for you.

Motability
People in receipt of the Higher Mobility
Component of the Disability Living
Allowance receive special help from
ŠKODA. Preferential prices on low cost
Contract Hire are available through
your local approved Motability retailer.
For full details, contact your retailer.

If your ŠKODA’s in trouble, rely on 
ŠKODA Assistance
Completely free of charge, every 
new ŠKODA is covered by ŠKODA
Assistance. This cover lasts for 3
years, with no mileage limit. So if you
ever break down, you can use the
freephone number to call out
someone who really knows about
ŠKODA cars to help. This service is
even available in Europe, so you don’t
need additional breakdown cover
when you’re driving on the continent.

Financing your ŠKODA
We all know that times are hard, so
ŠKODA Finance specialises in providing
funding solutions for ŠKODA drivers.
Regardless of whether you’re a private
or business user, you can choose from
a range of funding options.

Finance products available are:
• Solutions – a personal contract plan
• Hire purchase
• Lease purchase
• Finance lease
• Contract hire

With all ŠKODA Finance products you
can choose a fixed-cost maintenance
plan designed to help you budget
accurately. No matter what finance
product you choose, your local ŠKODA
retailer will be able to provide you
with a personalised quote that could
meet your budget and vehicle needs.
ŠKODA Finance is a trading name of
Volkswagen Financial Services (UK)
Limited, Brunswick Court, Yeomans
Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes 
MK14 5LR. Registered in England
number 2835230.

Adding that little extra to your car
If the standard specification and
factory fitted options aren’t enough
for you, then why not take a look at
our range of retailer fitted accessories?
A separate accessories brochure can
be found at your local retailer, or can
be ordered by phoning our call centre,
or by going on-line at skoda.co.uk

ŠKODA Ensurance
Ensurance from ŠKODA Insurance is
sold and administered by Lawshield
UK Limited, registered in England
number: 3360532 (registered office:
Lawshield House, 850 Ibis Court,
Lakeside Drive, Centre Park,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA1 1RL) and
underwritten by UK General Insurance
Limited on behalf of Ageas Insurance
Limited, registered in England
number: 354568 (registered office:
Ageas House, Tollgate, Eastleigh,
Hampshire, SO53 3YA).

For details of our full range of
insurance products visit
insurewithskoda.co.uk.
For a quote call us free on 
0800 316 8025. Lines are open
Monday to Friday 8am – 9pm and
9am – 5pm on Saturday.  

ŠKODA Insurance is a trading name of
Volkswagen Insurance Service (Great
Britain) Limited, an appointed
representative of Volkswagen
Financial Services (UK) Limited,
registered in England number:
2835230 (registered office: Brunswick
Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands,
Milton Keynes MK14 5LR). ŠKODA
Insurance motor insurance is sold,
underwritten and administered by
Allianz Insurance plc, registered in
England number: 84638 (registered
office: 57 Ladymead, Guildford, Surrey
GU1 1DB). Both organisations are
authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA),
whose registration numbers are
311988 and 121849 respectively.
Authorisation details can be checked
on the FCA`s register at
www.fca.org.uk or by contacting the
FCA on 0800 111 6768. Volkswagen
Financial Services (UK) Limited and
Allianz Insurance plc are not part of
the same corporate group.

Exclusions and limitations
Wear and tear components will only be considered under the terms of the
warranty for the first of six months or 6,500 miles, whichever is soonest. 
These include, but are not limited to brake linings and disc pads, clutch release
bearings, clutch pressure plates and centre plates, tyres, wiper blades, seat and
backrest covers, floor coverings, spark plugs, batteries for key fobs and alarms, 
light bulbs and shock absorbers. 

Mechanical adjustments including but not limited to adjustments to doors, 
flaps, boot lids, bonnets and sunroof, brake adjustment, clutch adjustment, 
v belt adjustment, ignition adjustment, headlight adjustment, steering 
geometry adjustments and wheel balancing are excluded. 

Damage (including but not limited to the following) is excluded:

> Damage caused by your failure to take all reasonable 
steps to prevent mechanical damage from occurring.

> Damage or defects caused by not having the vehicle 
serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines.

> Damage or defects caused by improper use of the vehicle, 
neglect or use of the vehicle for motor sports activities.

> Damage caused by an accident.
> Damage to paintwork or chrome caused by external influences, 

such as climatic, chemical or industrial pollution.
> Damage resulting from the use of non-original replacement parts.

Routine maintenance and servicing is not covered by the warranty. 
Incidental or consequential costs such as hotel charges, car hire, 
loss of personal effects or income are not recoverable under the
terms of the warranty.

An offer of finance depends on certain conditions. Subject to status. Indemnities may be required. Available to people over 18 in the UK only. ŠKODA Finance. 



Welcome to your ŠKODA retailer
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The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at which this
brochure was printed. Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration.
Some illustrations in this brochure depict left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact
specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA retailer who will be notified of any specification changes as they occur. 
Edition: UK 05/15
Information: 03330 037 504
Internet: skoda.co.uk
E-mail: customerservices@skoda.co.uk


